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Abstract

A software package for development, analysis and application of multi-objective evolutionary algorithms is described. The object-oriented design of this kit for evolutionary algorithms (KEA) offers a good suitable environment for various kinds of optimization tasks. It provides an interface to evaluate multi-objective fitness functions written in Java or C/C++ using a variety of multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEA). In addition KEA contains several state-of-the-art comparison methods for performance measure of algorithms. Furthermore KEA is able to display the progress of optimization in a dynamic display or just to display the results of optimization in a static visualization mode.

This paper introduces the main concepts of the KEA-tool. Examples illustrate how to work with it and how to extend its functionality.

1 Introduction

Today, the field of multi-objective optimization is very dynamic. Although a wide variety of optimization methods already exist, many new algorithms appear every year. Important questions concern the comparison with existing state-of-the-art
MOEAs, the general performance on special test problems and the tuning of the heuristic relevant parameters to improve the performance.

KEA is a framework whose aim is to support researching in this area. Because of its generic interface, MOEAs, multi-objective problems (MOP) (theoretical as well as practical ones) and comparison methods can easily be integrated in the software package. Therefore the effort and time to implement new comparison methods or algorithms is minimized. Even real world problems, can be integrated as black box problems and from now on, they can be combined in arbitrary ways with existing MOEAs. In this way KEA is a programming environment for researchers and engineering practitioners.

2 Components and Structure of KEA

Often the intension of an engineering practitioner is to apply a state-of-the-art MOEA to some complex real-world multi-objective problem, without exactly knowing how the MOEA really works. KEA includes pre-defined state-of-the-art e.g. NSGA-II [4] or SPEA2 [18] that can be easily applied to the problem. On the other hand, the researchers, who have designed their own algorithms, are interested in comparing and tuning their algorithms. Due to these two scenarios, the following targets have been addressed in the design of KEA:

- Provide a library of:
  - some state-of-the-art algorithms, which are able to solve MOP,
  - test problems and
  - visualization modes

- Support of useful analysis methods

- Extensibility

A library with some most popular algorithms (section 2.2), test problems and comparison methods is part of the standard KEA distribution. The problem-package (section 2.2.2) consists of a number of combinatorial and real-valued test functions, having in mind problem features that may pose difficulties on detecting the Pareto optimal front and maintaining the population diversity in the current non-dominated front. In addition, KEA provides several state-of-the-art methods for comparison of the performance of algorithms, e.g. R-Metrics, attainment surfaces
and a modified hyper-volume metric (section 2.2.3). Typical output of a multiobjective optimization run tends to large data files that are difficult to handle. Evaluation methods (section 2.2.4), implemented in KEA, facilitate the evaluation of the optimization runs by extracting the interesting information’s.

In the following the architecture of KEA will be explained. The paper continues with an overview of existing components in the library. Later on we discuss some technical details like the directory structure or the installation process. An example will be given, that demonstrate how to configure an optimization run. We conclude the paper with a brief summary of features of KEA.

Finally it is necessary to mention, that KEA was developed by Project Group 419 at the University of Dortmund, Germany. The KEA framework is shipped under a modified GNU General Public License.

2.1 The General Structure of KEA

The structure diagram of KEA (Figure 1) illustrates in common the architecture of KEA. The main part of the internal management is done by the Kea class. This class has the main functionality to coordinate algorithms as well as problems and to control the preparation and formatting of data. The user interface KEAGUI takes care of the presentation of the functionality that KEA provides. The Parser is used to analyse the input string.

In general KEA is a command line based tool. Due to this class Kea contains the main() method that accepts inputs from the command line in form of a string array. Parsing and analysing the input string was done by the Parser package.

Class AlgoState is used to save data of an optimization run, in order to allow users to interrupt the process at any time and to continue optimization later. It contains functions for exporting data into text format as well as for writing and updating files. Class Datacontainer should ensure all inheriting classes to be able to save themselves. After that it provides methods to handle file headers. Classes EvalResult and CompResult are used as containers for data resulting from an evaluation or comparison of algorithm runs. Their functionality is partly based upon methods inherited from the Datacontainer class. Class Parameters as the name suggests is responsible for handling parameters of an optimization run, an evaluation or comparison. Parameters are stored as an array.

---
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Figure 1: Most important classes of KEA
of objects of type Parameter, each consisting of parameter of type value, name and tooltip. Class Parameters provides some functions for comfortable management of parameters. Described classes define the ”core” structure of KEA. Extensibility was one of the main goals while developing KEA. To reflect these requirements it contains 6 abstract classes that provide interfaces for new libraries.

- AbstractProblem
- AbstractAlgorithm
- AbstractEvaluation
- AbstractComparison
- AbstractStaticDisplay
- AbstractDynamicDisplay

Below a brief description of these classes is given.

2.1.1 AbstractProblem

Abstract class AbstractProblem provides an interface for new problems and test functions. The main role plays the score() -function, that implements the objective function. This function must be always implemented. It expects a vector of parameters \((x_1, \ldots, x_n)\) as an input and returns a vector of objective values \((y_1, \ldots, y_m)\) as an output. \(m = 1\) would mean in this context a single criteria optimization problem. The description of further function can be found in the KEA-API.

2.1.2 AbstractAlgorithm

Abstract class AbstractAlgorithm is necessary for implementing of optimization methods. It is made very generic and simple to enable teeing up of both stochastic individual- or population-based algorithms as well as classical deterministic optimization algorithms. Basic function of AbstractAlgorithm is the iterate() -method, that carry out one iteration or one optimization step of the algorithm. Another important method is setup() that is used for initialization of algorithms. For other functions see KEA-API
2.1.3 AbstractEvaluation

Class AbstractEvaluation is an interface that should be inherited by all evaluation methods. Evaluations are applied to the results of some run in order to extract required information like e.g. all non-dominated points. Most important function of AbstractEvaluation is evaluate() that directly contains the evaluation method. Other functions are needed to initialize an evaluation run. Their description can be found in the API.

2.1.4 AbstractComparison

Abstract class AbstractComparison provides an interface for comparison methods. Contrary to evaluation methods comparison methods work upon results of two runs. Examples of comparison methods are attainment surfaces and different metrics like hypervolume. Method compare() should implement the particular comparison method, other methods are used for initialization.
2.1.5 AbstractDynamicDisplay

Abstract class AbstractDynamicDisplay is an interface for visualization tools that communicate with KEA via a pipe. Class OnTheFlyDisplay uses this interface for creating a GNUPlot - window that will be updated after each computed generation. Except for GNUPlot other visualization tools can be used. In that case methods execProgram and prepareAndShow are to be adjusted to the used visualization software.

2.1.6 AbstractStaticDisplay

Abstract class AbstractStaticDisplay provides like AbstractDynamicDisplay an interface for visualization. The data in the static display mode is visualized only once, so that no communication between KEA and visualization application is required. Consequently only function prepareAndExec() must be implemented and adjusted to the visualization software.

2.2 Components

This section informs the reader about the capabilities of the KEA library. Optimization is a rush changing field of research, so that new methods and heuristics are being developed nearly every day. To stay up-to-date any optimization software should be easily expandable with new methods. To correspond to this requirements a module structure was chosen for KEA (see Figure 2). To add a new problem or method the users just have to implement the interfaces of particular modules. There are following modules available:

- Problems
- Algorithms,
- Evaluations,
- Comparisons,
- Displays.
Algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPEA2</td>
<td>improved version of Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm [18], that was specially developed for multi-objective optimization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSGA-II</td>
<td>improved version of Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm [4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOPSO</td>
<td>is a MultiObjective extension of a popular Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm [14],[3].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOPS</td>
<td>modified and improved version of MOPSO [1].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplex</td>
<td>downhill simplex method [13] is popular “classical” deterministic algorithm for optimization of single objective functions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.1 Algorithms

Algorithms are optimization methods that can be applied on any optimization task. Up to now five algorithms were implemented for KEA:

All the algorithms implemented in KEA can be found in the kea.algorithms package. Every algorithm is placed in its own sub-folder. The only exception is package kea.algorithms.common. It contains classes that can be useful for implementation of further algorithms. Next section contains some more information on these classes. Package kea.algorithms contains also class AbstractAlgorithm that provides all necessary functions and for this reason is to be inherited by any new algorithm class.

Additional Classes

Package kea.algorithms.common contains some classes that have no direct impact on algorithm, but can be very useful for developer. Up to now there are following classes available:

- AlgoException is a super class for exceptions handling in all algorithms.
- DataSet implements basic functions for processing data, like sorting, pasting, attaching etc.
- OptSet adds to the functionality of DataSet a special function for extracting the non-dominated set.
- **DataSetSorter** contains two functions for comparison of objects.
- **OptDataDomination** checks domination relation between two Data-objects.

For more information see KEA developer manual [1].

### 2.2.2 Problems

Module Problems includes real world application and test problems. Application problems are multi-objective problems of real world which has to be optimized as a part of the project group task. There are three such problems: development of an optimal drilling holes for cooling system of the cast of an injection moulding machine (further referred as ”Drilling”) [6], optimization of circuit design represented by a simulator (CDSim) ([2],[15]), and optimization of airfoil design [12],[11].

After that some well known test problems are implemented. All test functions of this paragraph can be found in [16]. You can find there also some more detailed information on these functions.

**Binh** is a simple problem with two objectives and convex Pareto front ([16])

Minimize \( F = (f_1(x_1, x_2), f_2(x_1, x_2)) \),

with \( f_1(x_1, x_2) = x_1^2 + x_2^2 \)

and \( f_2(x_1, x_2) = (x_1 - 5)^2 + (x_2 - 5)^2 \).

**Kursawe** is a problem with non-convex and discontinuous Pareto front and discontinuous Pareto set.

Minimize \( F = (f_1(x_1, \ldots, x_n), f_2(x_1, \ldots, x_n)) \),

with \( f_1(x_1, \ldots, x_n) = \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} (-10 \exp((-0.2) \sqrt{x_i^2 + x_{i+1}^2})) \)

and \( f_2(x_1, \ldots, x_n) = \sum_{i=1}^n (|x_i|^{0.8} + 5 \sin^3(x_i)) \).

**Murata** is a function with contiguous Pareto set. Pareto front is also contiguous but not convex.

Minimize \( F = (f_1(x_1, x_2), f_2(x_1, x_2)) \),

with \( f_1(x_1, x_2) = 2\sqrt{x_1} \)

and \( f_2(x_1, x_2) = x_1(1 - x_2) + 5 \).

under conditions \( 1 \leq x_1 \leq 4 \) and \( 1 \leq x_2 \leq 2 \).
QUAGLIARELLA Both Pareto set and Pareto front are discontinuous.

Minimize \( F = (f_1(x_1, \ldots, x_n), f_2(x_1, \ldots, x_n)) \),
with \( f_1(x_1, \ldots, x_n) = \sqrt{\frac{A_1}{n}} \)
and \( f_2(x_1, \ldots, x_n) = \sqrt{\frac{A_2}{n}} \).

under conditions
\[ A_1 = \sum_{i=1}^{n} [(x_i)^2 - 10 \cos[2\pi(x_i)] + 10] \quad \text{and} \quad A_2 = \sum_{i=1}^{n} [(x_i - 1.5)^2 - 10 \cos[2\pi(x_i - 1.5)] + 10] \], as well as \(-5.12 \leq x_i \leq 5.12 \) and \( n = 16 \).

SCHAFFER (1) is a function with contiguous Pareto set and contiguous and convex Pareto front.

Minimize \( F = (f_1(), f_2(x)) \),
with \( f_1(x) = x^2 \)
and \( f_2(x) = (x - 2)^2 \).

GENERALIZED SPHERE MODEL The generalized sphere problem ([18]) is a scalable generalization of the Schaffer-function.

Minimize \( f_j(\vec{x}) = \sum_{1 \leq i \leq n, i \neq j} (x_i)^2 + (x_j - 1)^2 \),
with \( 1 \leq j \leq m \) with \( m = 2, 3 \)
and \( \vec{x} \in [-10^3, 10^3]^n \) with \( n = 100 \).

ZDT 6 is considered to be a very difficult problem. It possesses not uniform distributed solutions both along the non convex Pareto front and in the objective space. The density of solutions is far from the Pareto front is very high. Most of the solutions that are distributed along the Pareto front lay in the vicinity of \( f_1(x_1) = 1 \).

Minimize \( f_1(x_1) = 1 - \exp(-4x_1) \sin^6(6\pi x_1) \),
minimize \( f_2(x_1, \ldots, x_m) = g(x_2, \ldots, x_m) \cdot h(f_1(x_1), g(x_2, \ldots, x_m)) \),
with \( g(x_2, \ldots, x_m) = 1 + 9 \cdot (\sum_{i=2}^{m} x_i) / (m - 1) )^{0.25} \),
and \( h(f_1, g) = 1 - (f_1 / g)^2 \).
\( m = 10 \), and \( x_i \in [0, 1] \). The non convex Pareto front can be reached for \( g(x_2, \ldots, x_m) = 1 \).

DTLZ 3 is function scalable with respect to the number of variables and objectives. It possesses a number of local fronts. The global front is reached for \( \vec{x}_M = (0.5, \ldots, 0.5) \).
Minimize \( f_1(\vec{x}) = (1 + g(\vec{x}_M)) \cos(x_1 \pi/2) \cos(x_2 \pi/2) \ldots \cos(x_{M-2} \pi/2) \cos(x_{M-1} \pi/2); \)

minimize \( f_2(\vec{x}) = (1 + g(\vec{x}_M)) \cos(x_1 \pi/2) \cos(x_2 \pi/2) \ldots \cos(x_{M-2} \pi/2) \sin(x_{M-1} \pi/2); \)

minimize \( f_3(\vec{x}) = (1 + g(\vec{x}_M)) \cos(x_1 \pi/2) \cos(x_2 \pi/2) \ldots \sin(x_{M-2} \pi/2); \)

\vdots

minimize \( f_{M-1}(\vec{x}) = (1 + g(\vec{x}_M)) \cos(x_1 \pi/2) \sin(x_2 \pi/2); \)

minimize \( f_M(\vec{x}) = (1 + g(\vec{x}_M)) \sin(x_1 \pi/2); \)

\[ 0 \leq x_i \leq 1 \text{ for } i = 1, 2, \ldots, n; \]

\[ g(\vec{x}_M) = 100 \left[ |\vec{x}_M| + \sum_{x_i \in \vec{x}_M} (x_i - 0.5)^2 - \cos(20 \pi (x_i - 0.5)) \right]. \]

Value \( k = |\vec{x}_M| = 10 \) is recommended. There are \( n = M + k - 1 \) decision variables.

**DTLZ 9** - is a function with constrains that is scalable regarding to decision and objective variables [5]. Pareto front is a curve \( f_1 = f_2 = \ldots = f_{M-1} \) with frequency of solutions decreasing in the vicinity of the front.

Minimize \( f_j(\vec{x}) = \sum_{i=\left\lfloor jn/M \right\rfloor}^{\left\lfloor jn/M \right\rfloor} x_i^{0.1}, j = 1, 2, \ldots, M; \)

under constrains \( g_j(\vec{x}) = f_M^2(\vec{x}) + f_j^2(\vec{x}) - 1 \geq 0, \text{ for } j = 1, 2, \ldots, (M - 1); \)

\[ 0 \leq x_i \leq 1, \text{ for } i = 1, 2, \ldots, n. \]

A number of variables should be higher than a number of objectives. Recommended value is \( n = 10M. \)

**Combinatorial problems**

**LOTZ**. As a simple combinatorial problem was chosen LOTZ (leading ones - trailing zeroes) presented in [10]. In this generalization of LEADINGONES-function both the number of leading ones in the beginning of the bit string as well as the number of zeros in the end of the bit string should be maximized.

**LOTZ**: \( \{0, 1\}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{N}^2 \) is thereby defined as follows:

\[
LOTZ(x_1, \ldots, x_n) = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} \prod_{j=1}^{i} x_j , \sum_{i=1}^{n} \prod_{j=i}^{n} 1 - x_j \right).
\]
**Multi-objective Knapsack Problem** This problem represents a multidimensional extension of the NP-hard knapsack problem. This variant described e.g. in [17] allows rucksacks and items with following parameters:

- \( p_{i,j} \) = Utility value of the item \( j \) respectively to rucksack \( i \)
- \( w_{i,j} \) = Weight of the item \( j \) respectively to rucksack \( i \)
- \( c_i \) = Capacity of the rucksack \( i \)

A solution \( \vec{x} = (x_1, \ldots, x_n) \in \{0, 1\}^n \), is required that would keep the capacity limits

\[
e_i(\vec{x}) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_{i,j} \cdot x_j \leq c_i \quad (1 \leq i \leq k)
\]

and maximizes \( f(\vec{x}) = (f_1(\vec{x}), \ldots, f_k(\vec{x})) \) under conditions

\[
f_i(\vec{x}) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} p_{i,j} \cdot x_j
\]

\( x_j = 1 \) means that the item \( j \) was chosen.

Every user of KEA is provided with the possibility to add one’s own optimization problems to the package. The problem in this case can be a “wrapper” class for some external problem as well. After having integrated a problem into the KEA, user can apply any appropriate algorithm from KEA-algorithms package to optimize it.

**Interface**

To integrate one’s own problems into KEA the user should implement interface \texttt{AbstractProblem}, that can be found in the package \texttt{kea.problems}. For detailed description of methods and attributes of the interface see KEA developer manual.

**2.2.3 Comparisons**

One of the main problems while developing multi-objective optimization methods is the difficulty to compare the results of optimization runs. An outcome of an optimization run for multi-objective problem is not a unique solution but a set of non-dominated points, each representing a solution. So there exists a
great number of different methods to compare such solutions, each method having its advantages and disadvantages. J.Knowles [9] compared in his Ph.D. thesis 14 comparison methods and recommended R-Metrics by Hansen and Jaszkiewicz [7] and S-Metric by Zitzler. These results were used while choosing comparison methods for KEA. After that the attainment surfaces by Fonseca and Fleming were used to compare different algorithms.

**Attainment surfaces**
The set of non-dominated objective vectors divides the objective space into dominated and non dominated subspaces. The board between these areas is a surface usually denoted as ”attainment surface”. Through measuring the position and spread of solutions the goodness of approximation of real Pareto front by the computed non dominated set can be obtained. Results achieved in this way have the form of probabilities for one non dominated set to be better than another. The following picture demonstrates descriptively the application of attainment surfaces in a two dimensional case.
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Figure 3: Two attainment surfaces with contour lines
Hypervolume
Known also as S-Metric, hypervolume is used to estimate the quality of a non-dominated set. The idea is to use a fixed reference point $\vec{z}_{\text{ref}}$ to compute the volume of hyper space covered by the non-dominated set $A$ [17].

$$R(A, \vec{z}_{\text{ref}}) = \bigcup_{i \in \{1, \ldots, |A|\}} R(\vec{z}^i, \vec{z}_{\text{ref}}),$$

whereas

$$R(\vec{z}^i, \vec{z}_{\text{ref}}) = \{\vec{y} | \vec{y} < \vec{z}_{\text{ref}}\text{ and }\vec{z}^i < \vec{y}, \vec{y} \in \mathbb{R}^k\}.$$

Finally a hyper surface or a Lebesgue-integral of the point set $R(A, \vec{z}_{\text{ref}})$ is computed.

This metric has a number of advantages. It is compatible to the out performance relation and it can differentiate between various grades of full out-performance of two sets. The knowledge about the Pareto set or other reference points are not necessary.

To disadvantages of this method are the following: the board of the area where the solution may lay should be predetermined. The choice of such board is difficult and may be very critical in some cases. One another problem is that the Hypervolume multiplies different objectives that can be of various natures and could have different measures.

After that the runtime of $O(n^{k+1})$ makes this metric inapplicable for problems with large number of non-dominated points.

R-1 metric
Basing on utility function this metric computes a probability for an approximation set $A$ to be better then an approximation set $B$.

$$R_1(A, B, U, p) = \int_{u \in U} C(A, B, u) \cdot p(u) du,$$

whereas

$$C(A, B, u) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } u^*(A) > u^*(B) \\ 1/2 & \text{if } u^*(A) = u^*(B) \\ 0 & \text{if } u^*(A) < u^*(B) \end{cases}$$

$A$ is said to be better then $B$ if $R_1(A, B, U, p) > \frac{1}{2}$. In particular $R_1(B, A, U, p) = 1 - R_1(A, B, U, p)$ is always fulfilled.
Advantages: The R1 metric scales independently, so that the order of the approximation sets is not changed when scaling one objective in relation to others. It is easier in computing than a hypervolume metric. Under some conditions R1 metric can be compatible to the outperformance relation. Disadvantages: R1 cannot distinguish between different grades of full outperformance so that cycle-including is possible. This is unfortunately dependent on the particular utility function. In most cases such utility function can be defined without knowing the Pareto front or search space.

R-2 metric
Basing on utility function R-2 metric computes the expected difference between two approximation sets.

\[ R2(A, B, U, p) = E(u^*(A)) - E(u^*(B)). \]

If \( R2(A, B, U, p) > 0 \) is fulfilled, the approximation \( A \) is evaluated to be better than \( B \). It is obviously true that \( R2(A, B, U, p) = -R2(B, A, U, p) \).

Similar to R1 metric the R2 metric under some conditions can be compatible to the out-performance relations. Additionally R2 metric can distinguish between different grades of the out-performance.

An application of R2-metric is based on the assumption that addition of values of different utility functions makes sense. That means that every utility function must be scaled in an appropriate way regarding to its relative importance.

R-3 metric
Basing on utility function this metric computes the relation of best utility function values of two approximation sets.

2.2.4 Evaluations
Optimization runs of KEA produce as a rule great amount of data. Evaluation methods are used to reduce the volume of these data through extraction of necessary and elimination of useless data. Following evaluation is already implemented:

- Filter: filter generations, objectives or decision variables;
- Filter Evaluationcount: filter by evaluation number;
- Filter Iterationcount: filter by iteration number;
• Pareto Sets: compute Pareto set for chosen generations;

All evaluations work on AlgoState or EvalResult files and produce EvalResult files as output.

2.2.5 Visualizations

Visualization in KEA is implemented with help of external graphical software GNUPlot that can be downloaded from the following destination: http://www.gnuplot.info

GNUPlot is free software covered under GNU General Public License. Communication between KEA and GNUPlot is implemented very simply: KEA creates text files in format that is compliant to GNUPlot and makes a call to GNUPlot. GNUPlot starts its own process, reads text file and produces graphical output. Visualization interface allows also using other tools than GNUPlot to create graphical output. For more details see KEA developer manual.

Figure 4: Two attainment surfaces with contour lines
There are two types of visualizations implemented: a dynamical display and a static one. Dynamic display is used for on-line monitoring of the running process. It enables the user to interrupt a running optimization but in first line it gives the possibility to learn more about the process. In this mode current state of solutions in the objective space are displayed. Frequency of update is depending on the setting of the `--savestep` option. To visualize the results of some evaluation like e.g. Pareto set a static display can be used. It is possible to plot more than one set in one graphic.

3 Installation and support

3.1 Installation

KEA was developed using Java programming language and it needs Java Runtime Environment to be installed. Java Runtime Environment for all operation systems can be freely downloaded from the following site:

http://java.sun.com

KEA must be executable under every operating system, for which Java Virtual Machine version 1.3 exists. To run KEA JVM v. 1.3 must be installed. KEA was tested for SuSE Linux 8.0, Solaris, Windows 2000 and Windows XP.

The actual version of KEA can be found under http://ls11-www.cs.uni-dortmund.de/people/schmitt/kea.jsp. To install KEA file keaSuite.zip must be downloaded, copied to the KEA folder and unzipped. After this following sub-folders will appear in the main folder:

- `kea` folder contains all classes and packages of KEA.
- `keagui` folder contains all classes and packages of KEA graphical user interface.
- `doc` folder contains complete documentation for KEA.
- `source` contains Java sources of KEA and KEAGUI.

Before using KEA it should be started once without any options. This is needed to configure the KEA. To do so go to the KEA folder and start the tool with commando `kea`. During this run KEA will create configuration file `kea.ini` and three folders needed for data that may be produced in the future:
• parameter folder is needed for files with parameter of algorithms, problems, evaluations or comparisons.

• results folder contains results of some run, evaluation or comparison.

• bak folder contains back up data that is needed to continue an interrupted run.

After that KEA is ready for using. To control KEA either a command line or KEAGUI can be used. To use KEAGUI just double click on the keagui.bat or start it from the text console. KEAGUI has very intuitive interface, so there is no necessity to explain it here. For details see KEA user manual.

Using command line is also rather simple. All commands look like
>kea -option
To see what options are available user can start KEA without any options or print
>kea --options.

Documentation to KEA can be found in the kea/doc folder. It consists of KEA user manual, containing information about the structure and commands of KEA needed to apply the software. Developer manual covers information about internal structure, modules, interfaces and connections between classes that are needed to be able to write KEA extensions. JavaDoc files in HTML format give the user information concerning single classes and functions as well as references to literature and implementation notes. Main folder of KEA contains also the KEA license agreement and the GNU General Public License.

3.2 File format

KEA input and output files are mostly ASCII-text files that can be edited with every text-editor. Lines with comments begin with ♯-symbol. The following description explains KEA data files in the same order as they are used:

3.2.1 Kea.ini

Kea.ini contains 4 entries of the form: path name = absolute path. Path names are KEA, PARAMETER, RESULTS, BACKUP, and their order is not essential. The meaning is as following:
KEA is the folder of KEA-package
PARAMETERS is folder with parameter files
RESULTS is folder with results of runs
BACKUP is folder with binary files of uncompleted runs. If some of last three folders is not available, it will be created by KEA automatically.

### 3.2.2 Parameter files

Parameter files are used inside of KEA to save parameters of problems, algorithms, evaluations or comparisons. Default parameter files can be created by KEA automatically, since according to KEA - developer convention default settings are contained in the corresponding class-files. First line of parameter files should contain relative path from KEA-package to the according class-file. Entries have the form of:

- Parameter name = parameter value [♯ comments]

File name extension for parameter files is ”.param”. User can edit parameter files with any text editor.

### 3.2.3 AlgoState files

AlgoState files are text files that contain outcomes of optimization runs. In the beginning of such file parameter settings for problem and algorithm are placed. They are followed by a block with individuals. Genotype and phenotype of each individual are separated by ”/” (slash). In the end of each generation iteration counter, evaluation counter and runtime are placed. File name extension for AlgoState files is ”.ast”.

### 3.2.4 EvalResult and CompResult files

EvalResult files contain all the same information as AlgoState do, with evaluation parameter additionally attached to the parameter-block. EvalResult files have file name extension ”.ers”. CompResults-files also contain problems, algorithms and comparisons parameter in the first part. In the second part the results of comparison are placed. Their structure can be very different depending on the particular comparison method.

### 3.2.5 Binary files

Binary files are used to save interrupted runs of KEA. They contain zipped KEA-objects. On a later date such uncompleted runs can be loaded again and continued.
3.3 Example Run

On this point a short example application of KEA is presented. It is assumed that KEA is already installed.

As example a NSGA-II algorithm will be started over Kursawe problem with standard parameter settings.

To create default parameter file Kursawe.param for Kursawe function user types:

>kea --createDefaults kea.problems.testproblems.Kursawe --filename Kursawe

or just

>kea -CD kea.problems.testproblems.Kursawe -FN Kursawe

To create parameter file for algorithm NSGA-II in order to optimize Kursawe problem user should type:

>kea -CD kea.algorithms.populationBased.nsga2.NSGA2 kea.problems.testproblems.Kursawe -FN nsga2

Both parameter files Kursawe.param and nsga2.param lay now in the parameter folder. They can be viewed or edited with any text editor.

After appropriate parameter files are created an optimization run can be started. To do so users have to type:

>kea --algorithm nsga2.param --problem Kursawe.param --filename ExampleRun --savestep 10 --exportstep 1

or just

>kea -A nsga2.param -P Kursawe.param -FN ExampleRun -SS 10 -ES 1

Option --savestep (or -SS) sets time period in seconds for update of backup file. Option --exportstep (or -ES) determines after how many steps an intermediate optimization result must be saved to text file. Value 1 means that every produced result will be saved to file. This setting can cause very large output files.

While running, KEA prints some information to display, enabling user to observe the progress of optimization. When the run is completed user can view the output file ExampleRun.ast in the results folder.

3.4 Support

KEA is a living project and a developer group works continuously on its development and improvement. New features and libraries will be added to the existing in
the nearest time. If you have questions on KEA or problems with installation or running the software, please contact the KEA developer group under e-mail that is given on its home page.

4 Test suite

4.1 Planning

In the following some results obtained from a test run made with KEA are presented.

The idea of the test run was to test different parameter settings for different algorithms on various test problems and to get some reliable results.
4.1.1 Algorithms & Parameters

Standard KEA distribution contains now five algorithms. They all were used for the test suit. SPEA2 and NSGA-II are two modern Pareto-based algorithms for multi-objective optimization that were chosen for the test suit due to their good result achieved in other studies. MOPSO [8] is rather new method so there is not much results in the literature considering this algorithm. DOPS [1] is an improved version of MOPSO that was designed during the project group. To compare population based methods with classical algorithms a Simplex algorithm was used.

4.1.2 Problems

To restrict the complexity to a manageable level four test function were chosen for the test suit: Binh, Kursawe, ZDT6 and CDSim.

All problems were used with their standard settings:

**Binh**

minRange = -5.0
maxRange = 10.0

**Kursawe**

n = 2
minRange = -100.0
maxRange = 100.0

**ZDT6**

n = 10

To make Simplex comparable with population based algorithms, a special test program was used that made with simplex multiple starts of simplex algorithm with different parameter values, resulting in nearly the same number of function evaluations as by other methods. Following parameters were used:

- Population size = 100
- Generation size = 1000
- Every run was repeated 20 times with the same parameter settings.
In order to get statistically representative results runs of each algorithm on each problem were repeated few times. A whole number of runs is \(k \times m \times n\), where \(k\) is the number of algorithms (every new parameter setting count as new algorithm), \(m\) the number of problems and \(n\) a loop counter. To automatically start all these run a special script was written. Test run consists of 3 Phases: in first phase the runs of all algorithms over all problems are done. In the second phase the result of the previous phase are evaluated and filtered. In the last phase three metrics are used to compare the results. Because of great computational work needed for the run of test script a batch system with about 30 computers was used to compute the results.

4.2 Evaluation

4.2.1 Attainment surfaces

Application of attainment surfaces-metric on the result of runs produced tables containing results for algorithms in lines and problems in columns. Each entry contains two percentage values, one of which show to how many percent the algorithm is not beaten by the other algorithms, the second demonstrates the probability for it to outperform all the other algorithms in the table. These tables were analyzed to get the best parameter settings for every algorithm. For SPEA2 there were significant differences depending on the settings of the parameter. SPEA2.1 is clearly leading over almost all problems.

For NSGA-II four possible parameter settings were tested. In contrast to SPEA2 it seems to be less sensitive to parameters, since all runs demonstrated nearly equally good results. Therefore we could observe, that for Binh and ZDT6 leader was NSGA-II.4 and for Kursawe it was NSGA-II.3.

Results delivered by MOPSO were not easy to interpret, because there was no clear trend to see. For ZDT6 show MOPSO.2 better results, for other function winner alternates depending on the number of fitness evaluations. For DOPS we tested also four parameter settings. DOPS.1 was clearly leading for functions Binh and Kursawe. DOPS.2 beats other settings for ZDT6 and CDSim.

After having estimated best parameter settings for each algorithm we compare the winners with each other. NSGA-II.4 leads for test problem Binh, followed by DOPS.1 that shows nearly the same quality of solution. For Kursawe shows DOPS.1 better results than NSGA-II.3. For ZDT6 and CDSim is NSGA-II.4 the definitive leader. MOPSO show for all these problems permanently worst results.
4.2.2 Hypervolume

Hypervolume is one another way to evaluate the results. To learn more about hypervolume metric see [9]. Very important feature of hypervolume metric is that it delivers only one value for each run, so that these values can be simply compared with the results of other runs. The goal of the test is to retrieve statistically approved results. Because of a high variance it cannot be said that one algorithm is better than another basing on only one run. As it already mentioned, every run of every algorithm was repeated with different parameter settings 20 times and the results were evaluated with hypervolume metric in order to get a representative sample. After having computed these samples they were compared with help of statistical tests. In first step each sample is being tested whether it is normally distributed with Kolmogorov - Smirnov test. After that we use two-sided pair wise t-test to find out whether samples are different with respect to significance level $\alpha = 0.05$.

Results of this evaluation are presented in tables, separated according to the number of fitness evaluations. Altogether there are 4 such tables displaying results after 5000 evaluations, after 10000, after 20 000 and the "last". "Last" means in this context that either a limit of 100000 evaluations was reached or some internal stop condition of particular algorithm interrupted the run.

Comparing the results after 5000 fitness evaluations one can clearly see, that for DOPS and Kursawe DOPS.1 and DOPS.2 have best performance. Both MOPSO variants perform on these functions significantly worse, than all other algorithms. For more complex function ZDT6 outperform NSGA-II independent from its settings all other algorithms. For CDSim deliver NSGA-II and SPEA2 nearly equally good results, DOPS and MOPSO show in contrast poor performance. After 10000 and 20000 of evaluations up to the "last" limit we can see that situation doesn’t differ much. Over all functions SPEA2 improves its performance up to the level of NSGA-II, that is leading the overall standings and even reaches the optimum for CDSim problem. MOPSO shows for all functions worst results and DOPS is very slowly getting better, but still doesn’t reach the results of NSGA-II.

4.2.3 R-Metrics

Result of comparison demonstrates that none of the chosen methods and parameter settings is optimal for all problems. That means that algorithm and parameters should be always chosen with respect to the current problem. Nevertheless SPEA2
and NSGA-II seem to be rather robust algorithms, producing good results for any parameter setting, whereas MOPSO continuously produces 'bad' results for any settings.

5 Summary and Outlook

An introduction to KEA- unique free software specially developed for design, test, evaluation and comparison of multi-objective optimization methods was made. First chapter gives a brief introduction into the philosophy and goals of KEA. Second chapter is divided into two parts. In the first part structure diagram with the description of most important classes and interfaces are presented. Second part contains information about the KEA-packages with the characterisation of implemented algorithms, test-problems, evaluations and comparison methods as well as visualization options. Next chapter describes system requirements, structure of parameter files, installation process, most important commandos and an example run KEA. Last chapter is devoted to the results of KEA-runs performed in order to compare the efficiency of 5 implemented multi-objective algorithm on different test problems by means of evaluation and comparison methods. Numerous experiments made with KEA prove it to be good suitable tool for multiobjective optimization of real tasks as well as for research purposes. Simple and clearly defined interfaces make easy adding new algorithms, problems and methods to the existing library. To solve problems any of existing algorithm can be applied on it and after that the produced results can be analyzed with some of the evaluation or comparison techniques. To the valuable features of KEA count its visualization capabilities. Dynamic and static display modes can be used for graphical presentation of the produced results. User KEA can run KEA in a comfortable way using KEAGUI, a user-friendly interface, that provides an access to all options of the program just per mouse-click.
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